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ВСТУП 

 

Методичні вказівки щодо практичних занять з навчальної дисципліни 

«Практичний курс англійської мови: фонетика» призначені для I курсу денної 

форми навчання зі спеціальності 035 Філологія за спеціалізацією 035.041 

Германські мови та літератури (переклад включно), перша – англійська. 

Метою вивчення навчального курсу є ознайомлення студентів із 

основними поняттями і категоріями сучасної фонетики англійської мови, 

формування фонематичного слуху, артикуляційних навичок і навичок 

інтонування мовлення; розвиток фонетичної компетенції студентів як складової 

мовної компетенції; окреслення шляхів практичного застосування отриманих 

знань, умінь і навичок з практичної фонетики. 

Згідно з вимогами освітньо-професійної програми, вивчення навчальної 

дисципліни має сприяти набуттю таких компетентностей, як: 

− Інтегральна: ІК1.  

− Загальні, а саме: ЗК2, ЗК9, ЗК11.  

− Спеціальні, а саме: ФК2, ФК4, ФК6, ФК9, ФК10. 

Прогнозовані програмні результати навчання: РН1, РН8, РН9, РН10, 

РН11, РН12, РН14, РН15. 

У результаті вивчення навчальної дисципліни студенти повинні 

знати: 

− зміст фонетики як науки;  

− її термінологічний апарат, основні етапи розвитку фонологічної 

системи англійської мови;  

− принципи класифікації фонем;  

− основні фонетичні процеси, морфологічну, орфографічну і 

артикуляційну структуру складу; 

− роль сонорності та артикуляції у словотворі; 

− суть і значення компоненту наголосу;  

− структурні особливості інтонації;  
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− основні напрями сучасних фонологічних досліджень і фонологічні 

школи; 

− основні характеристики орфоепічної норми сучасної англійської мови, 

− сучасні діалекти;  

− розходження у британському та американському варіантах літературної 

мови. 

уміти: 

− застосовувати отримані теоретичні знання з фонетики в практичній 

діяльності; 

− розуміти різноманітні інтонаційні моделі у зв’язному мовленні та 

розкривати їх інформаційне значення; 

− ефективно і гнучко використовувати знання, навички та вміння з 

практичної фонетики в усному мовленні; 

 розрізняти фонеми в ізольованому стані, а також у мовленнєвому 

потоці; 

 робити фонетично-фонологічний аналіз; 

 записувати та транскрибувати тексти з плівки, екрану та «з листа»; 

 оволодіти навичками стандартної британської вимови; 

 вільно висловлювати думки із дотриманням усіх правил фонетичного 

оформлення; 

 застосовувати soft skills, зокрема: адаптивність і гнучкість, 

перманентний особистісний розвиток, управління часом, ерудованість, 

креативність. 

Методичні вказівки містять 20 практичних занять, у яких розглядаються 

основні поняття фонетики англійської мови. Також надано детальний опис 

артикуляції всіх фонем англійської мови. Наведені скоромовки, які є 

необхідними під час тренування вимови окремих фонем. 

Методичні вказівки можуть бути використані також і під час самостійної 

роботи над англійською вимовою. 
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1 ТЕМИ ТА ПОГОДИННИЙ РОЗКЛАД ПРАКТИЧНИХ ЗАНЯТЬ  

 

№ 

пор. 

Тема Кількість 

годин 

 

дфн 

1 – 2 Предмет фонетики. Фонетична структура англійської 

мови 

4 

3 – 4 Органи мовлення 4 

5 – 6 Артикуляційна база англійської мови 4 

7 Поняття про фонему 2 

8 Фонема і її відтінки 2 

9 – 10 Алофони 4 

11 Артикуляційна характеристика звуків мовлення 2 

12 – 13 Приголосні звуки. Принципи класифікації 4 

14 – 15 Видозміна приголосних звуків у процесі мовлення. 

Асиміляція 

4 

16–17 Голосні. Принципи класифікації 4 

18–19 Видозміна голосних звуків у процесі мовлення. Редукція 4 

20 Пристосування звуків у процесі мовлення 2 

 Усього: 40 
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2 ПЕРЕЛІК ПРАКТИЧНИХ ЗАНЯТЬ 

 

Практичне заняття 1 – 2 

Тема. Предмет фонетики. Фонетична структура англійської мови 

The subject-matter of phonetics. Phonetic structure of English 

Мета: to find out about the subject-matter of phonetics and phonetic structure 

of English. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Phonetics is a study of speech sounds. Phonetics deals with the production, 

transmission, and perception of spoken language. It is subdivided into practical and 

theoretical. Practical or normative phonetics studies the substance, the material form 

of phonetic phenomena in relation to meaning. Theoretical phonetics is mainly 

concerned with the functioning of phonetic units in the language. 

Three traditional branches of the subject are generally recognized: 

1. Articulatory phonetics is the study of the way speech sounds are made 

(articulated) by the vocal organs, i.e. it studies the way in which the air is set in 

motion, the movements of the speech organs and the coordination of these 

movements in the production of single sounds and trains of sounds; 

2. Acoustic phonetics studies the physical properties of speech sound, as 

transmitted between the speaker’s mouth and the listener’s ear; 

3. Auditory phonetics studies the perceptual response to speech sounds, as 

mediated by ear, auditory nerve and brain, i.e. its interests lie more in the sensation of 

hearing, which is brain activity, than in the psychological working of the ear or the 

nervous activity between the ear and the brain. The means by which we discriminate 

sounds – quality, sensations of pitch, loudness, length, are relevant here. 

The fourth branch – functional phonetics – is concerned with the range and 

function of sounds in specific languages. It is typically referred to as phonology. 

What is the main distinction between phonetics and phonology? Phonetics is the 

study of how speech sounds are made, transmitted, and perceived. Phonology is the 

study of speech sound types and prosodic features which have a differential value in 
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the language. It studies the way in which speakers systematically use a selection of 

units – phonemes or intonemes – in order to express meaning. It investigates the 

phonetic phenomena from the point of view of their use.  

English phonology is the study of the sound system of the English language. 

Although there are many dialects of English, the following are usually used as 

prestige or standard accents: Received Pronunciation for the United Kingdom, 

General American for the United States, and General Australian for Australia. 

A phoneme is a sound or a group of different sounds which is/are all perceived 

to have the same function by speakers of the language or dialect in question. For 

example, the word 'sound' has four phonemes: the [s], the vowel diphthong [аu], the 

[n], and the [d]. Note that a phoneme is a feature of pronunciation, not of spelling. 

The modern English alphabet is a Latin alphabet consisting of 26 letters, but 

the number of speech sounds varies from dialect to dialect, and actual tally depends 

greatly on the interpretation of the researcher. The Longman Pronunciation 

Dictionary by John C. Wells denotes 24 consonants and 23 vowels used in Received 

Pronunciation, plus two additional consonants and four additional vowels used in 

foreign words only. For General American, it provides for 25 consonants and 19 

vowels, with one additional consonant and three additional vowels for foreign words. 

The American Heritage Dictionary suggests 25 consonants and 18 vowels for 

American English, plus one consonant and five vowels for non-English terms. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. A big black bug bit a big black dog on his big black nose! 

2. A bitter biting bittern Bit a better brother bittern, And the bitter better bittern 

Bit the bitter biter back. And the bitter bittern, bitten, By the better bitten bittern, 

Said: «I’m a bitter biter bit, alack!» 

3. A bloke’s bike back brake block broke. 

Контрольні питання 

1. What does phonetics deal with? 
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2. Is phonetics as a branch of linguistics more important than grammar and 

lexicology? Why? 

3. Name and specify the three traditional branches of phonetics. 

4. What is phonology? 

5. Name the two main methods of investigating the sound matter of the 

language. 

6. How many standard accents of English do you know? Name them. 

7. How many letters are there in the English alphabet? How many speech 

sounds are there in the sound system of English? Why can't we name the exact 

number? What does it depend on? 

Література: [2, c. 3 – 6]. 

 

Практичне заняття 3 – 4 

Тема. Органи мовлення 

Тhe Оrgans of Speech and their Work 

Мета: to find out about organs of speech. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

The air stream released by the lungs goes through the windpipe and comes to 

the larynx, which contains the vocal cords. The vocal cords are two elastic folds 

which may be kept apart or brought together. The opening between them is called the 

glottis. This is the usual state of the vocal cords, when we breathe out. If the tense 

vocal cords are brought together, the air stream forcing an opening makes them 

vibrate and we hear some voice. There is one more state of the vocal cords which 

results in the glottal stop. When the vocal cords are brought close together and then 

opened suddenly by the air stream there comes a sort of coughing noise, a kind of the 

'click' of the vocal cords. This sound is called the glottal stop. 

On coming out of the larynx the air stream passes through the pharynx. The 

pharyngal cavity extends from the top of the larynx to the soft palate, which directs 

the air stream either to the mouth or nasal cavities, which function as the principal 

resonators. 
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The soft palate can be easily seen in a hand mirror. Looking into the mirror you 

will see the soft palate, the very end of which is known as the uvula. The soft palate 

can easily move. When the soft palate is in its lowered position the air goes up into 

the nasal cavity and then out through the nose. This is the usual position of the soft 

palate when we breathe through the nose. This is also the position for the nasal 

sounds [m, n, ŋ]. If you nip your nose you cannot pronounce these sounds. But as 

soon as you release the nose the air will continue its way and you will hear the sounds 

again. When the soft palate is raised the uvula forms a full contact with the back wall 

of the pharynx and the air stream goes through the mouth cavity. This is the most 

typical position of the soft palate for most of the sounds of many languages. 

The soft palate is the furthest part of the palate from the teeth. Most of the 

palate is hard. This hard and fixed part of the palate is divided into two sections: the 

hard palate (the highest part of the palate) and the teeth ridge or alveolar ridge (the 

part immediately behind the upper front teeth). You can touch the teeth ridge with the 

tongue tip. The teeth ridge is very important in English as many consonants are 

formed with the tongue touching or close to it. If you still move the tip of the tongue 

forward you will feel the teeth. The lower teeth are not very important for making 

speech sounds, while the upper teeth take part in the production of many of them. 

The most important organ of speech is the tongue. Phoneticians divide it into 

four sections, the part which lies opposite the soft palate is called the back of the 

tongue; the part facing the hard palate is called the front; the one lying under the teeth 

ridge is known as the blade and its extremity the tip. By the central part of the tongue 

we mean the area where the front and back meet. The edges of the tongue are known 

as the rims. The tongue may lie flat or move in the horizontal or vertical directions. It 

can also change its shape so that the sides are curved up forming a groove. 

The lips can take up various positions as well. They can be brought firmly 

together or kept apart neutral, rounded, or protruded forward. 

All the organs of speech can be divided into two groups: 

 active organs of speech, movable and taking an active part in the sound 

formation: (a) the vocal cords which produce voice; (b) the tongue which is the most 
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flexible, movable organ; (c) the lips affecting very considerably the shape of the 

mouth cavity; (d) the soft palate with the uvula, directing the stream of air either to 

the mouth or to the nasal cavity; (e) the back wall of the pharynx contracted for some 

sounds; (f) the lower jaw which movement controls the gap between the teeth and 

also the disposition of the lips; (g) the lungs providing air for sounds; 

 passive  organs of speech (a) the teeth; (b) the teeth ridge; (c) the hard palate 

and (d) the walls of the resonator.  

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. A cupcake cook in a cupcake cook’s cap cooks cupcakes. 

2. A dozen double damask dinner napkins. 

3. A fat thrush flies through thick fog. 

4. A flea and a fly flew up in a flue. Said the flea, «Let us fly!» Said the fly, 

«Let us flee!» So they flew through a flaw in the flue. 

5. A gazillion gigantic grapes gushed gradually giving gophers gooey guts. 

6. A gentle judge judges justly. 

7. A lady sees a pot-mender at work at his barrow in the street. «Are you 

copper-bottoming them, my man?» «No, I’m aluminiuming ‘em, Mum» 

Контрольні питання 

1. The direction of the air stream released from the lungs. 

2. Three different states of the vocal cords. 

3. The position of the soft palate which influences the direction of the air 

stream. 

4. The parts of the palate. 

5. The parts of the tongue. 

6. The position of the movable organs of the mouth, i.e. the shape of the lips 

and tongue. 

7. The active/passive organs of speech and their role in the sound formation. 

Література: [4, c. 8 – 11]. 
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Практичне заняття 5 – 6 

Тема. Артикуляційна база англійської мови 

Articulatory basis of English 

Мета: to find out about English articulation. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Each language is characterized by its own peculiar way of articulation. The 

learners should study the descriptions of English vowels and consonants very 

carefully because what seems a quite small difference may in fact be very important 

in recognizing and producing an English sound correctly, and the small difference in 

the movement of the speech organs may make the main difference between the 

English and Ukrainian sounds, thus: 

(1) English voiceless consonants are produced more energetically than the 

Ukrainian ones; the voiceless [p, t, k] are pronounced with aspiration (a slight puff of 

breath at the end of the articulation of the sounds). 

(2) Forelingual consonants in English are produced with the tip of the tongue 

on the teeth ridge while the similar Ukrainian consonants have dorsal articulation, 

i. e. they are pronounced with the blade of the tongue on the teeth. 

(3) The English do not move their lips with much energy; the lips are never 

very far apart or spread very much; they are not very rounded or protruded as for 

some Ukrainian sounds. 

(4) English vowels are grouped not only according to the quality but also 

according to their quantity into long and short. 

(5) Some vowels ([i:, u:] and the diphthongs) are characterized by a gliding 

articulation from one vowel element to another, while in Ukrainian no diphthongs 

could be found. 

(6) There are back open vowels in English while in Ukrainian low position of 

the tongue is associated only with central vowel [a]. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. A lusty lady loved a lawyer and longed to lure him from his laboratory. 
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2. A mother to her son did utter «Go, my son, and shut the shutter» «The 

shutter’s shut» the son did utter «I cannot shut it any shutter! » 

3. A nurse anesthetist unearthed a nest. 

4. A pack of pesky pixies. 

5. A pleasant place to place a plaice is a place where a plaice is pleased to be 

placed. 

Контрольні питання 

1. What is articulation? 

2. What makes the difference between English and Ukrainian sounds? 

3. What are the peculiar features of English articulation? 

4. What is articulatory phonetics? 

5. What does articulatory phonetics border with? 

Література: [2, c. 11 – 21]. 

 

Практичне заняття 7 

Тема. Поняття про фонему 

Sounds and Phonemes 

Мета: to find out about phoneme and speech sounds. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Speech sounds are grouped into phonemes – the smallest contrastive language 

units existing in speech of all people belonging to the same language community in 

the form of speech sounds and may bring about the change of meaning. 

The phoneme is a functional unit. That means that being opposed to others 

phonemes in the same phonetic context it is capable of differentiating the meaning, 

eg: pie – tie; lot – lit; Are you fond of this cut? – Are you fond of this cart? 

The phonemes are realized in speech in the material form of speech sounds of 

different type. Various speech realizations of the phoneme are called its allophones. 

The difference between the allophones of the same phoneme is due to their position 

in various phonetic contexts. For example, the consonant [d] in the isolated position 

as well as in such a sound sequence as [dot] is lenis voiced stop articulated with the 
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tip of the tongue against the teeth ridge. In the position before an interdental 

constrictive [ө] as in breadth it is formed with the tip of the tongue against the upper 

teeth, when [d] is followed by the post-alveolar [r] as in dry the tip of the tongue is 

placed behind the teeth ridge. The list of the allophones of the phoneme [d] might 

continue. Nevertheless, all the allophones of the phoneme [d] have a few articulatory 

features in common. All of them are forelingual lenis stop. If any of these features is 

modified the meaning of the word is either changed or destroyed accordingly. In case 

the forelingual articulation is changed for the labial one the word dot is modified into 

pot. Those articulatory features which are common to all the allophones of the same 

phoneme and are capable of differentiating the meaning are called distinctive. 

Allophones of the same phoneme never occur in the same phonetic context. 

They cannot differentiate the meaning since there is no mutual opposition possible in 

this case. Such speech sounds are grouped into a phoneme and function as a language 

unit opposed to other language units, i.e. phonemes. All allophones of the same 

phoneme are indicated by the same symbol. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. Terry Teeter, a teeter-totter teacher, taught her daughter Tara to teeter-totter, 

but Tara Teeter didn’t teeter-totter as Terry Teeter taught her to. 

2. Thank the other three brothers of their father’s mother’s brother’s side. 

3. The batter with the butter is the batter that is better! 

4. The big black bug bit the big black bear, but the big black bear bit the big 

black bug back! 

Контрольні питання 

1. What is phoneme? 

2. Why phoneme is a functional unit? 

3. What is allophone? 

4. What is the difference between phoneme and sound? 

5. Do allophones of the same phoneme occur in the same phonetic context? 

Література: [2, c. 22 – 23; 6, с. 25 – 27]. 
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Практичне заняття № 8 

Тема. Фонема і її відтінки 

Phoneme and its shades 

Мета: to find out the main difference between phoneme and sound. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

The phoneme is a minimal abstract linguistic unit realized in speech in the form 

of speech sounds opposable to other phonemes of the same language to distinguish 

the meaning of morphemes and words.  

Let us consider the phoneme from the point of view of its three aspects: 

 Firstly, the phoneme is a functional unit. Function is usually understood to 

mean discriminatory function, that is, the role of the various components of the 

phonetic system of the language in distinguishing one morpheme from another, one 

word from another or also one utterance from another. The opposition of phonemes 

in the same phonetic environment differentiates the meaning of morphemes and 

words, e.g. said – says, sleeper – sleepy, bath – path, light – like. Sometimes the 

opposition of phonemes serves to distinguish the meaning of the whole phrases, e.g. 

He was heard badly – He was hurt badly. Thus we may say that the phoneme can 

fulfill the distinctive function. 

 Secondly, the phoneme is material, real and objective. That means that it is 

realized in speech of all English-speaking people in the form of speech sounds, its 

allophones. The sets of speech sounds, that is the allophones belonging to the same 

phoneme are not identical in their articulatory content though there remains some 

phonetic similarity between them. Let us consider the English phoneme [d], which 

when not affected by the articulation of the preceding or following sounds is a 

plosive, fore-lingual apical, alveolar, lenis stop. This is how it sounds in isolation or 

in such words as door, darn, down, etc., when it retains its typical articulatory 

characteristics. In this case the consonant [d] is called the principal allophone. At the 

same time there are quite predictable changes in the articulation of allophones that 

occur under the influence of the neighbouring sounds in different phonetic situations. 

Such allophones are called subsidiary. [d] is slightly palatalized before front vowels 
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and the sonorant [j], e.g. deal, day, did, did you. [d] is pronounced without any 

plosion before another stop, e.g. bedtime, bad pain, good dog; it is pronounced with 

the nasal plosion before the nasal sonorants [n] and [m], e.g. sudden, admit, could 

not, could meet; the plosion is lateral before the lateral sonorant [l], e.g. middle, 

badly, bad light. Followed by [r] the consonant [d] becomes post-alveolar (e.g. dry, 

dream; followed by the interdental ([θ], [ð] it becomes dental, e.g. breadth, lead the 

way, good thing. When [d] is followed by the labial [w] it becomes labialized, 

e.g. dweller. In the initial position [d] is partially devoiced, e.g. dog, dean; in the 

intervocalic position or when followed by a sonorant it is fully voiced, e.g. order, 

leader, driver; in the word-final position it is voiceless, e.g. road, raised old. 

 Thirdly, the phoneme is abstract or generalized (узагальнений) and that is 

reflected in its definition as a language unit. It is an abstraction because we make it 

abstract from concrete realizations for classificatory purposes. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. Sally is a sheet slitter, she slits sheets. 

2. Sally sells sea shells by the sea shore. But if Sally sells sea shells by the sea 

shore then where are the sea shells Sally sells? 

3. Selfish sharks sell shut shellfish. 

Контрольні питання 

1. How many aspects of speech sounds can be differentiated? Explain the 

essence of each aspect. 

2. Define the phoneme. 

3. What is an allophone? 

4. What allophones are called principal/subsidiary? 

5. What is the difference between distinctive and non-distinctive articulatory 

features? 

6. What types of transcription do you know? 

Література: [2, c. 22 – 23]. 
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Практичне заняття № 9 – 10 

Тема. Алофони 

Allophones 

Мета: to find out about functional groups allophones are arranged into. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Allophones are arranged into functionally similar groups, that is groups of 

sounds in which the members of each group are not opposed to one another, but are 

opposable to members of any other group to distinguish meanings in otherwise 

similar sequences.  

Allophones of the same phoneme, no matter how different their articulation 

may be, function as the same linguistic unit. The native speaker is quite readily aware 

of the phonemes of his language but much less aware of the allophones: it is possible, 

in fact, that he will not hear the difference between two allophones like the alveolar 

and dental consonants [d] in the words bread and breadth even when a distinction is 

pointed out; a certain amount of ear-training may be needed. The reason is that the 

phonemes differentiate words like tie and die from each other. Allophones, on the 

other hand, have no such function.  

At the same time native speakers subconsciously realize, that allophones of 

each phoneme possess a bundle of distinctive features, that makes this phoneme 

functionally different from all other phonemes of the language concerned. This 

functionally relevant bundle of articulatory features is called the invariant of the 

phoneme. Neither of the articulatory features that form the invariant of the phoneme 

can be changed without affecting the meaning. All the allophones of the phoneme [d], 

for instance, are occlusive, forelingual, and lenis.  

The articulatory features which form the invariant of the phoneme are called 

distinctive or relevant. To extract a relevant feature of the phoneme we have to 

oppose it to some other phoneme in the same phonetic context. If the opposed sounds 

differ in one articulatory feature and this difference brings about changes in the 

meaning of the words the contrasting features are called relevant. For example, the 

words port and court differ in one consonant only, that is the word port has the initial 
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consonant [p], and the word court begins with [k]. Both sounds are occlusive and 

fortis, the only difference being that [p] is labial and [k] is backlingual. Therefore it is 

possible to say that labial and backlingual articulations are relevant in the system of 

English consonants.  

The articulatory features which do not serve to distinguish meaning are called 

nondistinctive, irrelevant or redundant; for instance, it is impossible in English to 

oppose an aspirated [p] to a non-aspirated one in the same phonetic context to 

distinguish meanings. That is why aspiration is a non-distinctive feature of English 

consonants.  

If an allophone of some phoneme is replaced by an allophone of a different 

phoneme the mistake is called phonological, because the meaning of the word is 

inevitably affected, e.g.: beat – bit. If an allophone of the phoneme is replaced by 

another allophone of the same phoneme the mistake is called phonetic. It happens 

when the invariant of the phoneme is not modified and consequently the meaning of 

the word is not affected, e.g.: When the vowel [i:] is fully long in such a word as 

sheep, the quality of it remaining the same, the meaning of the word does not change.  

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. Real rock wall, real rock wall, real rock wall. 

2. Red lolly, yellow lolly. 

3. Rhys watched Ross switch his Irish wristwatch for a Swiss wristwatch. 

 

Контрольні питання 

1. What are the groups allophones arranged into? 

2. Do allophones differentiate the meaning of the word? 

3. What are distinctive/nondistinctive articulatory features? 

4. What mistake is called phonetic? 

5. What mistake is called phonological? 

Література: [2, c. 22 – 23]. 
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ПРАКТИЧНЕ ЗАНЯТТЯ № 11 

Тема. Артикуляційна характеристика звуків мовлення 

Articulatory features of speech sounds 

Мета: to find out about major articulatory features of speech sounds. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

If speech sounds are studied from the point of view of their production by 

organs of speech, it is the differences and similarities of their articulation that are in 

the focus of attention. A speech sound is produced as a result of definite coordinated 

movements and positions of speech organs, so the articulation of a sound consists of a 

set of articulatory features. 

Grouping speech sounds according to their major articulatory features is called 

an articulatory classification. 

According to the specific character of the work of the speech organs, sounds in 

practically all the languages are subdivided into two major subtypes: vowels and 

consonants. 

There are 1) articulatory, 2) acoustic and 3) functional differences between 

vowels and consonants. 

1. The most substantial articulatory difference between them ts is that in the 

articulation of vowels the air passes freely through the mouth cavity, while in making 

consonants an obstruction is formed in the mouth cavity and the airflow exhaled from 

the lungs meets a narrowing or a complete obstruction formed by the speech organs. 

2. Consonants articulations are relatively easy to feel, and as a result are most 

conveniently described in terms of place and manner of articulation. 

3. Vowels have no place of obstruction, the whole of speech apparatus takes 

place in their formation, while the articulation of consonants can be localized, an 

obstruction or narrowing for each consonant is made in a definite place of the speech 

apparatus. 

4. The particular quality of vowels depends on the volume and shape of the 

mouth resonator, as well as on the shape and the size of the resonator opening. The 

mouth resonator is changed by the movements of the tongue and the lips. 
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5. The particular quality of consonants depends on the kind of noise that results 

when the tongue or the lips obstruct the air passage. The kind of noise produced 

depends in its turn on the type of obstruction, on the shape and the type of the 

narrowing. The vocal cords also determine the quality of consonants. 

6. From the acoustic point of view, vowels are called the sounds of voice, they 

have high acoustic energy, consonants are the sounds of noise which have low 

acoustic energy. 

7. Functional differences between vowels and consonants are defined by their 

role in syllable formation: vowels are syllable forming elements, consonants are units 

which function at the margins of syllables, either singly or in clusters. 

These differences make it logical to consider each class independently. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. Nat the bat swat at Matt the gnat. 

2. Ned Nott was shot and Sam Shott was not. So it is better to be Shott than 

Nott. Some say Nott was not shot. But Shott says he shot Nott. Either the shot Shott 

shot at Nott was not shot, or Nott was shot. If the shot Shott shot shot Nott, Nott was 

shot. But if the shot Shott shot shot Shott, then Shott was shot, not Nott. However, the 

shot Shott shot shot not Shott – but Nott. 

3. Never trouble about trouble until trouble troubles you! 

4. Nine nice night nurses nursing nicely. 

5. No need to light a night light on a light night like tonight. 

Контрольні питання 

1. What is articulatory classification of speech sounds? What two major 

subtypes are sounds subdivided into? 

2. What is the most substantial articulatory difference between vowels and 

consonants? 

3. What are the acoustic differences between vowels and consonants? 

4. What are the functional differences between vowels and consonants? 

Література: [2, с. 24 – 30; 6, c. 25 – 30]. 
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Практичне заняття № 12 – 13 

Тема. Приголосні звуки. Принципи класифікації 

Consonants. Principles of classification 

Мета: to find out about principles of classification of consonants. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Consonants are made with air stream that meets an obstruction in the mouth or 

nasal cavities. On the articulatory level the consonants change: • 1. In the degree of 

noise; • 2. In the manner of articulation; • 3. In the place of articulation. 

According to the degree of noise English consonants are divided into two big 

classes: • Class A Noise Consonants, • Class B Sonorants. 

A. In the production of noise consonants there is a noise component 

characteristic. Noise consonant sounds vary: (1) In the work of vocal cords, (2) in the 

degree of force of articulation. 

According to the work of vocal cords they may be voiceless and voiced. Voiced 

consonants are: [b, d, g, v, ð, z, Ʒ, dƷ]. Voiceless ones are: [p, t, k, f, ө, s, ʃ, tʃ, h]. 

According to the force of articulation noise consonants may be: strong (fortis) 

[p, t, k, f, ө, s, ʃ, tʃ, h] or weak (lenis) [b, d, g, v, ð, z, Ʒ, dƷ]. 

B. Sonorants (or sonorous consonants) are with tone prevailing over the noise 

because of a rather wide air passage. They are: [m, n, ŋ, l, w, j, r]. 

According to the manner of articulation English consonants may be of three 

groups: • 1. Occlusive, • 2. Constrictive, • 3. Occlusive-constrictive (affricates). 

1. Occlusive consonants are sounds in the production of which the air stream 

meets a complete obstruction in mouth. Occlusive noise consonants are called stops 

because the breath is completely stopped at some point articulation and then it is 

released with the slight explosion, that s why they are also called plosives. Occlusive 

Cs are: [b, d, g, p, t, k]. 

2. Constrictive consonants are those in the production of which the air stream 

meets an incomplete obstruction in the resonator, so the air passage is constricted. 

Constrictive noise consonants are called fricatives. The consonant sounds in the 
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articulation of which the air passage is constricted and the air escapes through the 

narrowing with friction. The English fricatives are: [f, v, ð, Ө, ʃ, Ʒ, s, z, h ].  

3. Occlusive-constrictive consonants or affricates are noise consonant sounds 

produced with a complete obstruction which is slowly released and the air escapes 

from the mouth with some friction. There are only two occlusive-constrictives in 

English: [tʃ; dƷ] 

According to the place of articulation (position of active organ of speech) 

against the point of articulation (the place of articulation) consonants may be: 

• Labial, • Lingual, • Glottal. 

1. Labial consonants are made by the lips. They may be bilabial and labio-dental 

Bilabial consonants are produced when both lips are active. They are: [p, b, m, w]. 

labio-dental consonants are articulated with the lower lip against the edge of the 

upper teeth. They are: [f, v]. 

2. Lingual consonants are classified into forelingual, mediolingual, backlingual. 

Forelingual consonants are articulated with the tip or the blade of the tongue. They 

differ in the position of the tip of the tongue. According to its work they may be: 

• apical if the tip of the tongue is active as in case of [t, d, s, z, ө, ð, ʃ, Ʒ, n, l]. 

• cacuminal, if the tip of the tongue is at the back of the teeth ridge, but a 

depression is formed in the blade of the tongue as in case of the English [r]. 

According to the place of obstruction forelingual English consonants may be: 

interdental, alveolar, post-alveolar, palato-alveolar. Interdendal consonants or 

interdentals are made with the tip of the tongue projected between the teeth: the 

English [ð, ө]. Alveolar consonants or alveolars are articulated with the tip of the 

tongue against the upper teeth ridge: the English [t, d, s, z, n, l]. Post-alveolar 

consonants or post-alveolars are made when the tip or the blade of the tongue is 

against the back part of the teeth ridge or just behind it: the English [r]. Palato-

alveolar consonants or palato-alveolars are made with the tip or the blade of the 

tongue against the teeth ridge and the front part of the tongue raised towards the hard 

palate, thus having two places of articulation: [tʃ; dƷ]. 
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Mediolingual consonants are produced with the front part of the tongue. They 

are always palatal. Palatal consonants or palatals are made with the front part of the 

tongue raised high to the hard palate: the English [j]. 

Backlingual consonants are also called velar, because they are produced with the 

back part of the tongue raised towards the soft palate (Lat. velum). They are: the 

English [k, g, ŋ ]. 

3. The glottal consonant [h] is articulated in glottis. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. Larry Hurley, a burly squirrel hurler, hurled a furry squirrel through a curly 

grill. 

2. Larry sent the latter a letter later. 

3. Lisa laughed listlessly. 

4. Listen to the local yokel yodel. 

5. Literally literary. 

Контрольні питання 

1. Classify English RP consonants. 

Література: [3, с. 25 – 31; 4, c. 24 – 44]. 

 

Практичне заняття  № 14 – 15 

Тема. Видозміна приголосних звуків у процесі мовлення. Асиміляція 

Modification of Consonants in Connected Speech. Assimilation 

Мета: to find out about the main modifications of consonants in connected 

speech. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Language in everyday use is not conducted in terms of separate units; it is 

performed in connected sequences of larger units, in words, phrases and utterances. 

Assimilation – is a process of alteration of speech sounds as a result of which 

one of the sounds becomes fully or partly similar to the adjoining sound. 
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Assimilation can affect the place of obstruction and the active organs of 

speech; the work of vocal cords; the position of the lips; the position of the soft 

palate; the manner of release of plosive consonants. 

Types of assimilation can be distinguished according to: direction, degree of 

completeness, degree of stability. 

Direction of assimilation. The influence of the neighboring sounds in English 

can act in – progressive, regressive, reciprocal (double) direction. 

When some articulatory features of the following sound are changed under the 

influence of the preceding sound, which remains unchanged the assimilation is called 

progressive., e.g. the pronunciation of the plural suffix -s: [s] after voiceless 

consonants: desks [desks], [z] after voiced consonants: pens [penz]; within the words 

sandwich, grandmother under the influence of [n] the consonant [d] changes into [n] 

and disappeares e.g. [sænnwidƷ → sænwidƷ]. 

When the following sound influences the articulation of the preceding one, 

assimilation is called regressive., e.g in the word width[widӨ] ширина: the alveolar 

[d] become dental before interdental [Ө]. 

Reciprocal direction (double) – assimilation means complex mutual influence 

of the adjacent sound. E.g tree [tri:] the sonorant [r] is partly devoiced under the 

influence of the voiceless [t] and alveolar [t] becomes post-alveolar [t] before post 

alveolar [r]. 

Degree of completeness. According to the degree of completeness assimilation 

may be: complete, incomplete. 

Assimilation is called complete in the two adjoining sounds become alike or 

merge into one. It always takes place when the two sounds differ only in one 

articulatory feature: e.g cupboard [kΛpbəd → kΛbəd ] and at the word junction in 

fluent speech. 

Incomplete assimilation – when the likeness of the adjoining sounds is partial 

as the assimilated sound retains its major articulatory features: e.g. sonorants [w,r,l] 

are partly devoiced when preceded by the voiceless fortis [p, t, k, s, f, Ө ]: sweet 

[swi:t], place [pleis]. 
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According to the degree of stability assimilation can be: obligatory and non-

obligatory. Many assimilatory phenomena of older stages in the development of the 

language have become obligatory in modern English. They may or may not be 

reflected in spelling. Such changes which have taken place over a period of time 

within words are called historical. E.g. orchard [ort-yard] [o:tjəd o:tƪəd]. Non-

obligatory assimilation is a characteristic of fluent or careless speech and should be 

avoid by public speakers. e.g ten minutes [ten’minits → tem’minits]. 

Consonants are modified according to the place of articulation. Assimilation 

takes place when a sound changes its character in order to become more like a 

neighbouring sound. The characteristic which can vary in this way is nearly always 

the place of articulation, and the sounds concerned are commonly those which 

involve a complete closure at some point in the mouth that is plosives and nasals 

which may be illustrated as follows: • 1. The dental [t], [d], followed by the 

interdental [θ], [ð] sounds (partial regressive assimilation when the influence goes 

backwards from a 'latter' sound to an «earlier» one), e.g. eigth, at the, breadth, said 

that. • 2. The post-alveolar [t], [d] under the influence of the post-alveolar [r] (partial 

regressive assimilation), e.g. free, true, that right word, dry, the third room. • 3. The 

post-alveolar [s], [z] before [ʃ] (complete regressive assimilation), e.g. horse-shoe 

['ho:ʃʃu:], this shop [ðIʃʃ'ʃɔp], does she ['d٨ʃʃi:]. • 4. The affricative [t + j], [d + j] 

combinations (incomplete regressive assimilation), e.g. graduate ['græʤueit], 

congratulate [kən'græʧuleit], did you ['diʤu:], could you ['kuʤu:], what do you say 

['wɔtƷu:'sei]. 

The manner of articulation is also changed as a result of assimilation, which 

includes: • 1. Loss of plosion. In the sequence of two plosive consonants the former 

loses its plosion: glad to see you, great trouble, and old clock (partial regressive 

assimilation). • 2. Nasal plosion. In the sequence of a plosive followed by a nasal 

sonorant the manner of articulation of the plosive sound and the work of the soft 

palate are involved, which results in the nasal character of plosion release: sudden, 

not now, at night, let me see (partial regressive assimilation). • 3. Lateral plosion. In 

the sequence of a plosive followed by the lateral sonorant [l] the noise production of 
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the plosive stop is changed into that of the lateral stop: settle, table, at last (partial 

regressive assimilation). It is obvious that in each of the occasions one characteristic 

feature of the phoneme is lost. 

The voicing value of a consonant may also change through assimilation. This 

type of assimilation affects the work of the vocal cords and the force of articulation. 

In particular, voiced lenis sounds become voiceless fortis when followed by another 

voiceless sound, e.g.: • 1. Fortis voiceless/lenis voiced type of assimilation is best 

manifested by the regressive assimilation in such words as newspaper (news [z] + 

paper); gooseberry (goose [s] +berry). In casual informal speech voicing 

assimilation is often met, e.g. have to do ['hæf tə'du:], five past two ['faif past 'tu:]. 

The sounds which assimilate their voicing are usually, as the examples show, voiced 

lenis fricatives assimilated to the initial voiceless fortis consonant of the following 

word. Grammatical items, in particular, are most affected: [z] of has, is, does changes 

to [s], and [v] of of, have becomes [f], e.g. She's five. Of course. She has fine eyes. 

You've spoiled it. Does Pete like it? • 2. The weak forms of the verbs is and has are 

also assimilated to the final voiceless fortis consonants of the preceding word thus the 

assimilation is functioning in the progressive direction, e.g. Your aunt's coming. 

What's your name? (partial progressive assimilation) • 3. English sonorants [m, n, r, 

1, j, w] preceded by the fortis voiceless consonants [p, t, k, s] are partially devoiced, 

e.g. smart, snake, tray, quick, twins, play, pride (partial progressive assimilation). 

Lip position may be affected by the accommodation, the interchange of 

consonant + vowel type. Labialisation of consonants is traced under the influence of 

the neighbouring back vowels (accommodation), e.g. pool, moon, rude, soon, who, 

cool, etc. It is possible to speak about the spread lip position of consonants followed 

or preceded by front vowels [i:], [i], e.g. tea – beat; meet – team; feat – leaf, keep – 

leak; sit – miss. 

The position of the soft palate is also involved in the accommodation. Slight 

nasalization as the result of prolonged lowering of the soft palate is sometimes traced 

in vowels under the influence of the neighbouring sonants [m] and [n], e.g. and, 

morning, men, come in (accommodation). 
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Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters 

1. Do thick tinkers think? 

2. Does this shop sport short socks with spots? 

3. Don’t spring on the inner-spring this spring or there will be an offspring next 

spring. 

4. Dr. Johnson and Mr. Johnson, after great consideration, came to the 

conclusion that the Indian nation beyond the Indian Ocean is back in education 

because the chief occupation is cultivation. 

5.  Draw drowsy ducks and drakes. 

6. Can you imagine an imaginary menagerie manager imagining managing an 

imaginary menagerie? 

7. Casual clothes are provisional for leisurely trips across Asia. 

8. Cheap sheep soup. Cheap ship trip. 

Контрольні питання 

1. What is assimilation? What features of the articulation of a consonant may 

be affected by assimilation? 

2. What is the difference between progressive and regressive assimilation? 

3. What examples can you give to illustrate the conditions due to which a 

phoneme has different subsidiary allophones? 

Література: [2, c. 68 – 74; 4, c. 66 – 68]. 

 

Практичне заняття  № 16–17 

Тема. Голосні. Принципи класифікації 

Vowels. Principles of classification 

Мета: to find out about articulatory peculiarities of vowels 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Vowels are normally made with the air stream that meets no closure or 

narrowing in the mouth, pharyngeal and nasal cavities. That is why in the production 

of vowel sounds there is no noise component characteristic of the consonant sounds.  
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The quality of a vowel is determined by the size, volume, and shape of the 

mouth resonator, which are modified by the movement of active speech organs, that 

is the tongue and the lips. The particular quality of a vowel can depend on a lot of 

other articulatory characteristics, such as the relative stability of the tongue, the 

position of the lips, physical duration of the segment, the force of articulation, the 

degree of tenseness of speech organs. So the criteria of classificatory description of 

vowels are: • 1. The stability of articulation; • 2. The tongue position; • 3. The lip 

position; • 4. The character of the vowel end; • 5. The length; • 6. The tenseness. 

1. Stability of articulation specifies the actual position of the articulating organ 

in the process of vowel articulation. There are two possible varieties: a) the tongue 

position is stable; b) the tongue moves from one position to another. In the first case 

the articulated vowel is relatively pure (pure vowels or monophthongs), in the second 

case a vowel consists of two clearly perceptible elements (diphthongs). There exists a 

third variety, an intermediate case, when the change in the tongue position is fairly 

weak (diphthongoids). According to this principle the English vowels are subdivided 

into: • 1. monophthongs, • 2. diphthongs, • 3. diphthongoids. 

Monophthongs are vowels the articulation of which is almost unchanging. Their 

quality is relatively pure. They are: [i], [e], [æ], [a:], [ɒ], [ɔ:], [ʊ], [٨], [з:], [ə].  

In the pronunciation of diphthongs the organs of speech glide from one vowel 

position to another within one syllable. The starting point, the nucleus, is strong and 

distinct. The glide which shows the direction of the quality change is very weak. In 

fact diphthongs consist of two clearly perceptible vowel elements. The English 

diphthongs are: [ei], [ai], [ɔɪ], [aʊ], [зʊ], [iə], [εə], [ʊə]. 

In the pronunciation of diphthongoids the articulation is slightly changing but 

the difference between the starting point and the end is not so distinct as it is in the 

case of diphthongs. There are two diphthongoids in English: [i:], [u:]. 

2. Another principle we should consider from phonological point of view is the 

position of the tongue. The changes of the position of the tongue determine largely 

the shape of the mouth and pharyngeal cavities. The tongue may move forward and 

backward, up and down, thus changing the quality of vowel sounds.  
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For the sake of convenience the position of the tongue in the mouth cavity is 

characterized from two aspects, that is the horizontal and vertical movement.  

According to the horizontal movement the vowels are: • 1. front: [i:], [e], [æ], 

[ε(ə)], [ei] − the tongue is in the front part of the mouth and the front part of it is 

raised to the hard palate; • 2. front-retracted: [ɪ], [ɪ(ə)] − the tongue is in the front part 

of the mouth but slightly retraced, and the part of the tongue nearer to centre than to 

front is raised; • 3. central: [٨] [з:] [ə], [з(ʊ)], [ε(ə)] − the front of the tongue is raised 

towards the back part of the hard palate; • 4. back [ɒ], [ɔ:], [u:], [a:] − the tongue is in 

the back part of the mouth and the back of it is raised towards the soft palate; 

• 5. back-advanced: [ʊ], [ʊ(ə)] − the tongue is in the back part of the mouth but is 

slightly advanced and its central part is raised towards the front part of the soft palate. 

Moving up and down in the mouth various parts of the tongue may be raised to 

different height towards the roof of the mouth. As to the tongue position in its 

vertical movement three classes of vowels with two subclasses in each class, i.e. 

broad and narrow variations of the three vertical positions of the tongue are 

distinguished: • 1. close: a) narrow: [i:] [u:]; b) broad: [ɪ], [ʊ], [ɪ(ə)], [ʊ(ə)]; • 2. mid: 

a) narrow: [e], [з:], [e(ɪ)], [з(ʊ)]; b) broad: [ə], [٨]; • 3. open: a) narrow: [ε(ə)], [ɔ:], 

[ɒ(ɪ)]; b) broad: [æ], [a(ɪ, ʊ)], [ɒ], [a:]. 

3. Another feature of English vowels which is lip rounding. Traditionally three 

lip positions are distinguished, that is spread, neutral and rounded. For the purpose of 

classification it is sufficient to distinguish between two lip positions: rounded and 

unrounded, or neutral. The lips are in the unrounded position for the English vowels 

[i:], [ɪ], [e], [æ], [a:], [٨], [з:], [ə]. For the articulation of the English vowels [ɒ], [ɔ:], 

[ʊ], [u:] the lips are in the rounded position. 

4. Another property of English vowel sounds – checkness depends on the 

character of the articulatory transition from a vowel to a consonant. All English short 

vowels are checked when stressed. The degree of checkness may vary and depends 

on the following consonant. Before fortis voiceless consonant it is more perceptible 

than before a lenis voiced consonant or sonorant. All long vowels are free. 
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5. The English monophthongs are traditionally divided into two varieties 

according to their length: • a) short vowels: [ɪ], [e], [æ], [ɒ], [ʊ], [٨], [ə]; • b) long 

vowels: [i:], [a:], [ɔ:], [з:], [u:]. 

6. One more articulatory characteristic needs our attention. That is tenseness. It 

characterizes the state of the organs of speech at the moment of production of a 

vowel. Special instrumental analysis shows that historically long vowels are tense 

while historically short vowels are lax. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. I bought a bit of baking powder and baked a batch of biscuits. I brought a 

big basket of biscuits back to the bakery and baked a basket of big biscuits. Then I 

took the big basket of biscuits and the basket of big biscuits and mixed the big 

biscuits with the basket of biscuits that was next to the big basket and put a bunch of 

biscuits from the basket into a biscuit mixer and brought the basket of biscuits and the 

box of mixed biscuits and the biscuit mixer to the bakery and opened a tin of 

sardines. 

2. I miss my Swiss Miss. My Swiss Miss misses me. 

3. I need not your needles, they’re needless to me; For kneading of noodles, 

’twere needless, you see; But did my neat knickers but need to be kneed, I then 

should have need of your needles indeed. Flee from fog to fight flu fast! 

Контрольні питання 

1. What is the quality of a vowel determined by? 

2. What criteria are used for the classification of vowels? 

3. What are English vowels subdivided into? 

4. From what aspects is the position of the tongue in the mouth cavity 

characterized? 

5. What are the traditional lip positions in English pronunciation? 

6. What does the checkness of English vowel sounds depend on? 

7. Define tenseness. 

Література: [2, с. 85 – 119; 6, c. 47 – 50]. 
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Практичне заняття  № 18–19 

Тема. Видозміна голосних звуків у процесі мовлення. Редукція 

Modification of Vowels in Connected Speech. Reduction 

Мета: to find out about the modification of vowels in connected speech. 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

In English vowels in unstressed syllables are usually reduced. Reduction is a 

historical process of weakening, shortening or disappearance of vowel sounds in 

unstressed positions.  

Reduce – to make smaller or less. For example, to reduce the intensity of a 

sound, to reduce the quantity of a sound. Reduced form – a word, which sounds 

weaker in the process of speech. Thus the verb to do can be reduced and pronounced 

as \du, də\ or even \d\. The same can be said about the verb to have \həv, əv \. 

Articles, conjunctions, prepositions and pronouns are mostly affected by reduction. 

The neutral sound represents the reduced form of almost any vowel or 

diphthong in the unstressed position, eg: combine ['kɒmbain] – combine [kəm'bain]. 

The vowel sounds of the two related words are in contrast because of different stress 

positions. 

Non-reduced unstressed sounds are often retained in: • (a) compound words, eg 

blackboard, oilfield; • (b) borrowings from the French and other languages, eg 

bourgeoisie, kolkhoz. 

Reduction is realized: 

(a) in unstressed syllables within words, eg demonstrative [dɪ'mɒn(t)strətɪv]; 

(b) in unstressed form-words, auxiliary and modal verbs, personal and 

possessive pronouns within intonation groups and phrases, eg What do you think you 

can do? 

Three different types of reduction are noticed in English: • 1. Quantitative 

reduction, i.e. shortening of a vowel sound in the unstressed position, affects mainly 

long vowels, eg he [hi: – hi– hi]; • 2. Qualitative reduction, i.e. obscuration of vowels 

towards [a, i, u], affects both long and short vowels, eg can [kæn - kæn]; • 3. The 
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third type is the elision of vowels in the unstressed position. Elision is dropping off of 

a vowel in initial or terminal position: ‘tis instead of it is. 

The reduction of some consonants was established long ago: • 1. the initial [w, 

k, g ] may be dropped e.g. write, know, gnot. • 2. the medial [t] or [d] are dropped in 

clusters of three consonants: e.g. listen, soften, Wednesday. • 3. the final [b] is 

dropped in the cluster [mb]: lamb [læm], dumb[d٨m]. 

In the others cases of recent formation the elided forms are typical only for 

rapid colloquial speech. [h] may be dropped in the following monosyllables when 

non-initial and unstressed have, has, had; he, him, his, her, who tell him he is wanted. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters: 

1. Federal Express is now called FedEx. When I retire I’ll be a FedEx ex. But if 

I’m an officer when I retire, I’ll be an ex Fedex Exec. Then after a divorce, my 

ex-wife will be an ex FedEx exec’s ex. If I rejoin FedEx in time, I’d be an ex 

ex FedEx exec. When we remarry, my wife will be an ex ex FedEx exec’s ex. 

2. Few free fruit flies fly from flames. 

3. Five frantic frogs fled from fifty fierce fishes. 

4. Five fuzzy French frogs Frolicked through the fields in France. 

5. Flee from fog to fight flu fast! 

6. Flies fly but a fly flies. 

7. Four free-flow pipes flow freely. 

8. Four furious friends fought for the phone. 

9. Fran feeds fish fresh fish food. 

Контрольні питання 

1. What phenomenon is called ‘reduction’? 

2. Name the sounds which are commonly found in the unstressed syllables. 

3. In what kind of words do non-reduced vowels occur in unstressed syllables? 

Give examples. 

4. What degrees of reduction do you know? 

Література: [2, c. 74 – 75, 122 – 123]. 
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Практичне заняття  № 20 

Тема. Пристосування звуків у процесі мовлення 

Sound adjustments in connected speech 

Мета: to study the phenomenon of elision and sound adjustments in connected 

speech 

Короткі теоретичні відомості 

Sound adjustments in connected speech can be summarized as follows: 

 Adjustments related to consonant-consonant linking: assimilations; 

 Adjustments related to vowel-vowel, consonant-vowel, and vowel-

consonant: 

1. Liaison = connecting of the final sound of one word or syllable to the initial 

sound of the next. The ability to speak English smoothly, to utter words or syllables 

that are appropriately connected entails the use of linking (or liaison) which is the 

connecting of the final sound of one word or syllable to the initial sound of the next.  

Linking [r]. In British English a word said in isolation never ends in [r]. 

Nevertheless, in connected speech an [r] may be pronounced in some cases if the next 

word begins with a vowel sound. This typically happens with a word that ends in one 

of the vowels, when the following word begins with a vowel sound. far [fa:], [fa:r]. In 

isolation, or before a consonant sound, this word is, in RP, pronounced [fa:]. But in a 

phrase such us far away, far out it is usually pronounced [fa:r]. In GA it is always 

[fa:r], whatever the environment it occurs in.  

In British English, however, as in other accents (some of New England accents 

and in New York City) speakers tend to add an intrusive [r] to vowel+vowel 

sequence even when there is no r in the spelling of the preceding word. This is called 

intrusive [r], e.g. comma ['kɔmə], ['ka:mə]. In isolation, the RP form is ['kɔmə]. But 

in a phrase such put a comma in, it is often pronounced ['kɔmər]. In American 

English it is always ['ka:mər], whatever the environment. Some more examples of 

intrusive r: vanilla[r] ice cream, the idea[r] of it, Asia[r] and Africa. 
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2. Accommodation (adaptation) = modifications of consonant under the 

influence of the adjacent vowel or vice versa: e.g. two = labialized [t] under the 

influence of the rounded [u]; let = more open [e] after [l]. 

3. Glottal stop hard attack = a plosive made at the glottis by the vocal folds. It 

is symbolized [?]. In both British English and American English, it is widely used 

where the following syllable begins with a nasal: atmospheric [,ætməs'ferik] – 

[,æ?mǝs-], button ['b٨tən] – ['b٨?n]. 

 Adjustments related to sound deletion/insertion: 

1. Elision (elipsis or omission) = deletion of a sound in rapid or careless 

speech. The spelling system of English is sensitive to this phenomenon, representing 

deletion in the contracted forms of auxiliary verbs plus NOT (e.g. isn't, mustn't). In 

other cases, however, omission occurs without any acknowledgement in the spelling 

system. Even many native speakers may be unaware of where deletion occurs. 

Some types of elision typically occur within a single syllable and therefore 

within word. In English they include: • the elision of [t] in [ntS] and of [d] in [nʤ]. 

Thus lunch [l٨nʧ] may be pronounced [l٨nʧ] or, less commonly, [l٨nʃ]; strange 

[streinʤ]; may be [streinʤ] or, less commonly, [streinƷ]. • loss of [t] when [nt] is 

between two vowels or before a syllabic [l]: winter, Toronto, mantle. • loss of [t] or 

[d] when they occur in a sequence or cluster of three consonants: [t] restless, listless, 

exactly; [d] windmill, kindness, hands. • the elision of [p] in [mps], [mpt], of [t] in 

[nts], and of [k] in [ŋks], [ŋkt]. Thus jumped [ʤ٨mpt] may be pronounced [ʤ٨mpt] 

or, less commonly, [ʤ٨mt], lynx [liŋks] may be [liŋks] or, less commonly, [liŋs]. 

In casual speech [ə] is also sometimes elided in the first syllable of a word in 

which the second syllable is stressed and begins with a liquid. The initial syllable 

then undergoes compression. Thus terrific [tə'rifik] sometimes becomes [t'rifik], or 

collide [kə'laid] – [k'laid]. They belong only in casual style of pronunciation. 

Sometimes a pronunciation that was originally the result of elision has become the 

only possibility for some speakers. Some people have ['kæmrə] as the only 

pronunciation for camera, or [pli:s] as the only form for police. For many English 

people it would feel very artificial to pronounce a [t] in postman ['pəusmən]. Loss of 
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the final [v] in OF before words with initial consonants: lots of money, waste of time. 

Loss of initial /h/ and [ð] in pronomial forms in connected speech: ask her, help him, 

tell them 

2. Epenthesis = inserting of a vowel or consonant segment within an existing 

string of segments, e.g. in English, a stop consonant is often added as a transitional 

sound between the parts of a nasal + fricative sequence: English hamster [ˈhæmstər] 

often pronounced with an added 'p' sound, GA: [ˈhæˑmpstɚ] or RP: [ˈhæmpstə]; 

English 'warmth' [ˈwɔrmθ] often pronounced with an added "p" sound, GA: 

[ˈwɔɹmpθ] or RP: [ˈwɔːmpθ]; English 'fence' /ˈfens/ often pronounced [ˈfents]. 

3. Smoothing = a diphthong optionally loses its second element before another 

vowel, or it is monophthongized: E.g.: fire ['faiə -'faə - 'fa:]; [au] become [a] try again 

[tra ə’gein], how about [ha ə’baut]; [ei] becomes [e] stay around [ste ə’raund]; [əu] 

becomes [ə] going [gəiŋ] 

 Adjustments on the syllable level: Compression when two syllables, usually 

both weak, optionally become one. Applies only to [i], [u], syllabic consonants: [i] 

becomes like [j], e.g. lenient ['li:niənt] − ['li:njənt], diagram [‘daiəgræm] – 

[‘daəgræm]. 

Sometimes a sequence of sounds in English has two possible pronunciations: 

either as two separate syllables, or compressed into a single syllable, two 

pronunciations are possible: a slower one and a faster one. These compressions are 

commonly used in RP but not in GA. 

 Weakening: Weakforms are alternate forms of words so reduced in their 

articulation that they consist of a different set of phonemes. Weakforms differ from 

strongforms by containing a weak vowel resultant from reduction or by elision of one 

or more of its phonemes, e.g. can [kən], [kn]. 

The essential importance of weakforms lies in the fact that their use, which is 

universal for all forms of mother tongue English worldwide, makes a very large 

contribution to the characteristic rhythm of English. Failure to use them, which is so 

common among EFL speakers, can result in bizzarely abnormal effects even if every 
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single other feature is completely idiomatic. Such for example would be the speaking 

with no use of weakforms in all of the following sentences: 

The speaker asked for [fə] questions. VS. The speaker asked four [fɔ:] questions. 

He is going to [tu:] fast instead of [tə] VS. He is going too [tu:] fast. 

Which flight are you taking? – The five to [tə] six (5.55) VS. The five-two [tu:] – six. 

Завдання до теми 

Read the tongue-twisters 

1. Betty and Bob brought back blue balloons from the big bazaar. 

2. Betty Botter bought a bit of butter. «But», said she, «this butter’s bitter. If I 

put it in my batter, It will make my batter bitter. But a bit of better butter –  That 

would make my batter better». So Betty Botter bought a bit of better butter (better 

than her bitter butter) And she put it in her bitter batter And made her bitter batter a 

bit better. 

3. Bill had a billboard. Bill also had a board bill. The board bill bored Bill, So 

Bill sold his billboard And paid his board bill. Then the board bill No longer bored 

Bill, But though he had no board bill, Neither did he have his billboard!  

Контрольні питання 

1. According to what can English consonants be modified? 

2. What is connected speech and what is its significance? 

3. What does the ability to produce English with an English-like pattern of 

stress and rhythm involve? 

4. What are coarticulatory / adjustment phenomena? Give examples. 

5. What syllables are typically articulated precisely and what are weakened, 

shortened, or dropped in connected speech? 

6. Speak on the typology of sound adjustments in connected speech. 

7. What are the directions of modifications of vowels? 

Література: [2, с. 66 – 84, 120 – 130; 10, c. 34 – 46, 50 – 62]. 
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3 КРИТЕРІЇ ОЦІНЮВАННЯ ЗНАНЬ СТУДЕНТІВ 

Вид контролю Максимальний бал за дисципліну 

Відвідування  20 

Робота на практичних заняттях 

(артикуляційна практика) 

50 

Поточний контроль 20 

Індивідуальне завдання 10 

Усього: 100 

 

 

Шкала оцінювання: національна та ECTS 

 

Сума балів за 

всі види 

навчальної 

діяльності 

Оцінка 

ECTS 

Оцінка за національною шкалою 

для іспиту, курсового 

проєкту (роботи), 

практики 

для заліку 

90 – 100 А відмінно    

 

зараховано 
82 – 89 В 

добре  
74 – 81 С 

64 – 73 D 
задовільно  

60 – 63 Е  

35 – 59 FX 

незадовільно з 

можливістю повторного 

складання 

не зараховано з 

можливістю 

повторного 

складання 

0 – 34 F 

незадовільно з 

обов’язковим 

повторним вивченням 

навчальної дисципліни 

не зараховано з 

обов’язковим 

повторним 

вивченням 

навчальної 

дисципліни 
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